
Bayesian Meta-Learning for the Few-Shot 
Setting via Deep Kernels

What is few-shot learning?

Setting:  predict the class membership of data points in a query set Q given 

a few labeled points in a support set S. Query and support can be grouped 

in a task T={S,Q}. Shot: number of datapoints per class. Way: number of 

classes.

Deep Kernel Transfer (DKT)

Left: quantitative results; Right: uncertainty estimation given a corrupted input.
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Left: quantitative results; Right: qualitative comparison, real function (blue) approximation (red) uncertainty (shadow)

Training: maximize the marginal likelihood over kernel and network 
parameters given a single task

Regression

Inference: the predictive distribution for unseen tasks is given in a 
closed form

Training: consists of maximizing the marginal likelihood given by the 
sum of the marginals for each one of the C individual class outputs, 
treating classification as a regression problem

Classification

Inference: over a new point is done by selecting the output with the 
highest probability, after passing each predictive mean through a 
Sigmoid function

Experiments: classification

Experiments: regression

Bayesian hierarchical methods

Setting:  those methods define a set of task-common parameters (shared) 

and a set of task-specific parameters. Differentiable versions (e.g. MAML, 

Finn et al. 2017) use two optimization loops (inner and outer) to find those 

parameters. This is the probabilistic graphical model (regression):

Training and evaluation:  tasks sampled from a meta-training (base 

classes) or a meta-evaluation (unseen classes) dataset.

Problem: a full Bayesian treatment is cumbersome, because it is necessary 

to manage two level of inference. In differentiable methods (e.g. MAML) 

learning is unstable due to the two loops and the need of higher-order 

derivatives.

Proposed solution:  we do a full integral of the task specific parameters, 

and optimize only for the cross-task parameters (ML-II). We do this 

implicitly using Gaussian processes by trasfering a deep kernel across 

tasks
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Left table: mean accuracy on CUB and cross-domain settings; 
Right table: mean accuracy on Mini-ImageNet.
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